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Unny KVC()
 
An avid reader with diverse interests ranging from sports to politics. Living in
Mumbai with family. Have slight poetic imagination and scribble thoughts once in
a while; though not serious in nature. Would love to pen more ruminations
whenever time permits.
 
Enjoy travelling and like meeting people and understanding different cultures.
Envisage a world devoid of mistrust and enmity and full of harmony and
friendship.
 
Would like to see people remaining compassionate and caring with a concern for
the less-privileged. Man is a mere mortal and hence the more we avoid ego-
clashes, the better will it benefit humanity.
 
Creativity is the talent that needs to be nourished and nurtured appreciatively.
With proper encouragement the creative talent can flourish in due course of time.
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Birthday Wishes
 
Beautiful feelings encompass the mind
Seamless joy on the return of ‘The Day’
Soaring spirits and rejoicing senses
Birthday arrives in sheer delight …
 
Waiting is over as the ‘Day’ is ushered in
Longing gets fervid as the time approaches
Celebrations to commence, ‘Wishes’ to follow
Jubilation in the air sprucing up Life …
 
Meaningful moments marked by emotion
Exalted elation adds up the spice 
Cheers to you my dear on this rocking day …
‘Birthday Wishes’ on your special day …
 
Unny KVC
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Girl's Feelings
 
Underneath the feelings for your loving father
Caring emotions run so deep and true …
Poignant memories convey your affection
Lingering thoughts carry the warmth …
 
Attachment so intense, agony so sharp
Ardently displaying your beautiful bondage …
Meaningful gestures and passionate words
Bringing to the fore your shining relationship …
 
A guide and guardian in the strictest sense
Cajoling & compelling to excel in life …
Always at your side whenever wanted
Lending his hand the moment you needed
 
A father who strived to keep his kids happy
The gentleman who toiled to look after the family
Kind and jovial, yet pretentiously serious
Sorely missing that affable presence …
 
Never to lose temper in spite of the tantrums
A man of principles, your adoring father…
Far away he remains from beloved ones
In the midst of blessed company..
 
Plucked away in prime by tragic events
Snatched away early by cruel fate …
Affectionate dad dotingly looks down
Showering his blessings on dear darlings..
 
Unny KVC
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New Year Notes
 
Dawn of another year, a beautiful new beginning
‘Happiness’ in the air, ‘Hopes’ keep accompanying …
Exuberance grows as dazzling fireworks galore
New Year arrives, pushing excitement to the fore …
 
Spirit of the Season soaking up the mind …
Fatigue of the Year gone, seeking to unwind …
‘Celebrations’ around the corner, ‘Cheers’ on the faces
Anticipation in full, spread across the masses …
 
Did 2013 bring you sickening despair?
Or could it satisfy your seamless desire?
Juxtapose the poser; you have your answer …
Perceptions vary with the change of the hour …
 
Get up & move on as 2013 nears to an end …
Gear up & look ahead as 2014 rises up the bend …
Harness your skills as aspirations grow …
With concerted efforts, results will follow …
 
To friends and relatives, extending my best wishes …
May prosperity & peace prevail in your lives …
Let’s embrace the New Year with unbridled enthusiasm
Let’s replace negative thoughts with sheer optimism…
 
Unny KVC
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Nostalgic Musings
 
Mind drifts away lost in a ‘Dream’
Memories fill the heart in subdued scream
Bygone times, childhood days …
Reminiscences rush in beautiful ways…
 
Images emerge from clouded oblivion
Senses exult in new found rejuvenation …
Life unfolds in meticulous motion
Imparting joy in spectacular fashion…
 
Born into the family of majestic ‘Kv House’
Blessed to be part of a great lineage
Surrounded by the love of caring so many
In the midst of thrilling company
 
Beloved Grandparents, Parents & Siblings
Uncles & Aunties, Cousins aplenty…
Growing up was so much of fervor
Life became meaningful to savor…
 
Playing in the fields, swimming in the ponds
Atop the trees with fun & frenzy
Times to cherish the chorus of sounds
Marvelous periods etched in memory…
 
Studies and schools with holidays thrown in
Festivals & Functions accompanied in tandem
Nostalgic moments evoking passion…
Elapsed time bringing up emotion …
 
Difficult to fathom the intricacies of life
Futile to ponder the memories so rife…
If wishes were true and prayers obliged
Yearn to revisit ‘Kv House’, dreams fulfilled…
 
Unny KVC
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Ruminations
 
Once upon a time I was a student
Belonging to a school, distinctly eminent …
Nostalgic yesteryears coming to the fore
Savouring memories longing for more …
 
Budding years with unhindered passion
Blooming days with unrestrained vision …
CVMHS lingers in effervescent memory
My Alma Mater remains in shining glory …
 
Mustering courage to recapture the events
Merely craving to recollect the moments …
Enough water has flown under the bridge
Everything seems grown, in my nostalgic stride …
 
Recalling the years with ecstatic emotion
Reigniting the period in rapturous elation …
CVMHS providing me perpetual inspiration
Memories poignant, imparting exultation …
 
Stringent discipline guided the performance
Demanding teachers nurtured the competence …
Concerned parents cared for excellence
Students delivered with dogged diligence …
 
Joyous periods with unabated reading
Dazzling days with incessant playing …
Without the gadgets, sans TV and phone
Circle remained tiny, in the era bygone …
 
Teachers and classmates were always pivotal
Family and friends became so much vital …
Studies and exams were followed by leisure
Holidays and playing ensued by pleasure …
 
Relish the moments with glee and poise
Rejoice the times with unbridled pride …
Life entails introspection of feelings
Mind devours the happiness of sharing …
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To Dear Daughter
 
As a toddler you were so sweet & innocent
Making the dear ones always jubilant …
Growing up, you became joyfully smarter
Albeit remaining incessantly naughtier …
 
With the passage of time, positively you evolved
Determined to succeed in whatever you pursued
Today you stand in life with the pride of fulfilment
More to gain in your quest for achievement …
 
On this special day I wish you continued success
Accompanied by good health and lasting happiness …
You still remain our adorable little daughter
Carrying our blessings for a life much brighter …
 
Unny KVC
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